WELCOME TO INDIANA UNIVERSITY!

On behalf of the Visitor Information Center, we welcome you to the Bloomington campus! We’ve designed the Hoosier Hunt as a fun way to discover and explore the campus. We hope you enjoy your visit; please don’t hesitate to give us a call or stop by our office if you have any questions!

Let’s go!

What should the deer say?

Wow! You did great! Now, return back to the Visitor Center to show us your best photographs from your favorite stops!

We’re just a call away!

CONTACT

900 E. 7th St, Bloomington, IN 47405
(812) 856 4648
iuvis@iu.edu
visitorcenter.indiana.edu

Indiana University’s
Hoosier Hunt

Let’s go!
INSTRUCTIONS
This hunt will take you through popular IU landmarks. Use the map on the back to guide you and put a check mark by its name as you find the stops. Tell us which stop was your favorite by taking a picture of you and your group at the stop. Get creative with your photos; we’ll share the best ones on our social media!

Hi, I’m Sammy!
Standing around is driving me nuts, so let’s get started!

Indiana Arc
The Indiana Arc is an iconic IU Bloomington sculpture. Created in 1955, this bright red twisting arc sits on the lawn of the Eskenazi Museum of Art.

Divine Nine Plot
These limestone markers display the names of the nine original Black Greek chapters in America known as the “Divine Nine”. A tenth limestone marker represents the National Pan-Hellenic Council.

Elinor Ostrom Sculpture
Elinor Ostrom was the first woman to be awarded the Nobel Prize in Economics in 2009. This is the first statue honoring a woman on the Indiana University Bloomington Campus.

Showalter Fountain
In the center of the Fine Arts Plaza a fountain holding massive fish surround a sculpture of Venus, the roman goddess which signifies love and beauty. Don’t bother fishing, though (these fish are made of bronze)!

Student Building
Think this clock is loud enough to wake you up in the morning? IU’s Student Building clock tower is 110 feet tall and rings every 15 minutes.

Sample Gates
These Indiana limestone gates are hard to miss! Edson Sample funded their construction in 1987 as a way to honor his parents. Come on in! IU welcomes you!

Indiana Memorial Union
This is one of the largest student unions in the world! It plays an important role in campus life by providing dining, shopping, club activities and events for students, alumni and visitors!

Rose Well House
This iconic spot is one of the oldest structures on campus. Visiting the Rose Well House has become a romantic tradition over the years.

Chemistry Building
The front of this building is organized to depict the periodic table of elements. Look closely and see if you can name any of the elements.

Herman B Wells Sculpture
This statue honors IU’s former President, Herman B. Wells. Wells had a huge impact on making IU a respected university and he emphasized protecting campus’s green space.

Sample Gates
You don’t even have to knock!
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